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Hackers reveal Android malware that is
IMPOSSIBLE to remove: Malicious bug
can be found in more than 20,000 apps

Malware works by repackaging legitimate apps for Android with
adware
The app, which remains functional, is then released to a third-party
store 
Once downloaded, the app generates money for the hacker
thorough ads
Users can only get rid of the malware by replacing their devices
entirely

By ELLIE ZOLFAGHARIFARD FOR DAILYMAIL.COM

PUBLISHED: 17:39 EST, 5 November 2015 | UPDATED: 23:04 EST, 5 November 2015

A new type of Android malware has been uncovered in more than 20,000 apps – and it's
impossible to remove.

The malware masquerades as popular apps, such as Facebook, Twitter and Snapchat,
and installs something known as 'troganised adware' onto phones.

Lookout Security, the mobile security firm who discovered the malware, says users can
only get rid of it by replacing their devices entirely.
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WHAT DOES THE MALWARE DO? 
The malware works by repackaging
legitimate apps from the Google Play
store with adware, and then released it to

A new type of Android malware has been uncovered in more than 20,000 apps – and it's
impossible to remove. The malware masquerades as popular apps, such as Facebook, Twitter
and Snapchat, and installs something known as 'troganised adware' onto phones

The malware works by repackaging legitimate apps from the Google Play store with
adware, and then released it to a third-party store.

The problem is that the repackaged apps remain fully functional, and so the malware is
difficult to detect.

The app will then serve ads, which generates money for the hacker.

Although their may function is to display ads, their system-level status also lets them
gain access to key security details built into Android.

The app will then serve ads, which generates money for the hacker. Although their may function
is to display ads, their system-level status also lets them gain access to key security details built
into Android.  This can let a hacker gain access to sensitive data about the user

This can let a hacker gain access to
sensitive data about the user.

'Because these pieces of adware root the
device and install themselves as system
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a third-party store.

The problem is that the repackaged apps
remain fully functional, and so the
problem is difficult to detect.

The app will then serve ads, which
generates money for the hacker.

Although their may function is to display
ads, their system-level status also lets
them gain access to key security details
built into Android.

This can let a hacker gain access to
sensitive data about the user. 
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applications, they become nearly
impossible to remove, usually forcing
victims to replace their device in order to
regain normalcy,' said the California-based
company in a blog post.

Lookout Security said there that users who
install apps from Google Play, Android's
official app store, are no affected.

There are at least three similar adware
found - Shuanet, Kemoge and Shudun.
Together they've repackaged around
20,000 apps.

Currently, the highest detection rates are
in the US, Russia, Brazil, and Mexico.

'For individuals, getting infected with Shedun, Shuanet, and ShiftyBug might mean a trip
to the store to buy a new phone,' Lookout wrote.

'Because these pieces of adware root the device and install themselves as system
applications, they become nearly impossible to remove, usually forcing victims to replace
their device in order to regain normalcy.'

Read more:
Lookout discovers new trojanized adware; 20K popular apps caught in the crossfire | Lookout
Blog
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Maeve, Massachusetts, United States, about 23 hours ago

Ahhh, I never have to worry about this type of thing on my BLACKBERRY!

ReplyNew Comment 52

Click to rate

Peconet009, Oulu, about 23 hours ago

As other people on here have stated, if you have rooted your Android device you can remove
this bug/malware problem from your phone with ease.

ReplyNew Comment 02

Click to rate

ioniancat21, NYC, United States, a day ago

Any and every computer system has vulnerabilities....be mindful....

ReplyNew Comment 18

Sterling Archer, The Office, United Kingdom, a day ago

"'Because these pieces of adware root the device and install themselves as system applications,
they become nearly impossible to remove, usually forcing victims to replace their device in order
to regain normalcy.'" What an utter crock of horse doings. Go to the playstore and download a
root-app removal tool and you can remove ANY system app if the device is rooted, which it

That's a bit cheeky!
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tries to pour her
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very small dress
Instagram snap
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Kiss me quick! Kylie
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Tyga share a smooch
in the photo booth at
Kris's 1920s themed
birthday party
Star-studded bash

Make-up free
Michelle Rodriguez
flaunts her flawless
complexion as she
stomps to LAX in
statement rose gold
boots
True to her style code 

'He's a pretty rad
guy': Gwen Stefani
raves about new
beau Blake Shelton
before getting back
to mommy duty in LA
after couple's official
outing at CMA party

It's about time!
Disney releases five
character posters for
Alice Through the
Looking Glass
Cast including Johnny
Depp

PICTURE
EXCLUSIVE: Sandra
Bullock and
boyfriend Bryan
Randall can't hide
their affection as they
lock hands during
romantic stroll
Smitten

Growing old
gracefully! Maria
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claims this does. If it doesn't, root it yourself and do the same thing. A last resort would be to do a full
re-install of a clean version of android, which can be downloaded for almost any phone from various
places. Claiming this would result in having to buy a new phone is utter garbage.

ReplyNew Comment 146

Click to rate

nickr, Liverpool, United Kingdom, a day ago

Along with the good advice in these comments you can uninstall the app as normal then get a
file explorer app and delete the remaing folders the app left behind.

ReplyNew Comment 310

Click to rate

davidws, london, United Kingdom, a day ago

This is the dumbest thing.. First: to install an app from out of the Play Store you explicitly need to
activate the "install from unknown sources" option. Second: the video shows this as being done
on a version of Android that is 4 years old. Third: whatever it does, you can wipe and reinstall
the OS and all is good. If you download an app (apk) from some shady source, and go to the
whole lenght of ignoring Android's security warning to install it, then you deserve to be hacked.

ReplyNew Comment 421

Click to rate

DarkestKnight, Scottsdale, United States, a day ago

So...rooting your Android phone or tablet doesn't remove the malware? I rather suspect it will
solve the problem for those that do so. Thus, "replacing the device" likely is not the ONLY
solution.

ReplyNew Comment 213

Click to rate

Samuel Vimes, Pseudopolis Yard, United Kingdom, a day ago

just rooting it won't do so. all that does is give you superuser access. Once you have
that access though, you can get one of the many root-app removal tools on the
playstore to remove any system app, which this malware installs itself as. Alternatively
you can re-install android from scratch by downloading the new version and installing it
via usb or from SD. if using the original software you don't even need to root to do that,
only if using a custom version do you need to be rooted.

05

Click to rate

Tim, Swansea, a day ago

Who really cares? We get bombarded with ads wherever we go.

ReplyNew Comment 115

Click to rate

ZedsDeadMad, Not Truro, United Kingdom, a day ago

Not on an iPhone you don't.

2313

Click to rate

DWalla, Salt Lake City, United States, a day ago

Prepare yourselves for the horde of fan-droid apologists.

ReplyNew Comment 2517

Click to rate

James O, Macclesfield, United Kingdom, a day ago

They're already here.

1410

Click to rate

TheseViewsAreMyOwn, Portland, United States, a day ago

Simple enough solution - just don't download apps from anywhere other than Google Play store
and ensure you have a security app on your phone. Otherwise? You're taking your own chances.

ReplyNew Comment 459

Click to rate

Michael Dennehy, chapel hill, United States, a day ago

Read the Washington Post's long front page article today about the security threats surrounding
the Linux system - which is the software that also underlies Android and thousands of other
operating systems. Sounds like the system is a disaster waiting to happen.

ReplyNew Comment 259
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guilty of double
standards 
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she arrives at LAX
with husband Eric
Johnson
Put assets on display

The lady is a vamp!
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to do a saucy
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performance for
Joanna Krupa and
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Former Baywatch star

 Feeling confident?
Chirpy Cheryl
Fernandez-Versini
looks lithe in skinny
jeans as she leaves X
Factor rehearsals
with a cheeky grin

Kourtney
Kardashian shows
off her toned midriff
in a crop top as she
hits the gym in new
Instagram selfie
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host who said
Fiorina's face looked
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me'
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Witherspoon reveals
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calls their fashion
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sense 'vulgar' and
says they have an
'aura of yuck'
Took aim at the family
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Thicke at opening of
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pediatric Washington
DC hospital

Gwen Stefani
reveals she
'struggled' to balance
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Rossdale was on tour
before split
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revealed
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star Kristen Doute
undergoes
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surgery after
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and cheekbones in a
fall 
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teasing possible
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dress in identical
bright outfits for
outing in New York
City
The 50-year-old
actress was on
mommy duty

Tears and tiaras:
Emotional moment
Filipino beauty queen
was crowned winner
of the world's biggest
transgender pageant
Miss International
Queen

Oprah Winfrey to
start appearing in
Weight Watchers ads
as her investment is
already valued at
$150million
She recently lost 15lbs
with the company

'We can be fashion-
forward, too!'
Fashion designer
crowned as Project
Runway's first
plus-size winner in
FOURTEEN seasons 
Ashley Nell Tipton is
24

Bruce Willis 'is
using an earpiece to
help him with lines'
for his Broadway
play Misery as it's
claimed the Die Hard
vet is 'working hard'
to nail role

A bloody mess! Tom
Cruise looks battered
and bruised on set of
Jack Reacher... as
Leah Remini claims
he has a 'shocking'
way of treating
people

Beach bunny!
Singer Eden xo strips
down to her skimpy
two piece bikini to
show off her toned
tummy as she soaks
up the sun in Santa
Monica

'Girls can be
difficult': Sarah
Michelle Gellar
admits she is tougher
on her daughter than
her son, as she
reveals it is 'hard'
watching her kids
grow up so fast 

Gisele Bundchen
reveals her fuller
chest in a plunging
white minidress at
book launch after
'going undercover for
secret boob job' 

Doting father
Marcus Mumford
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takes over daddy
duties as he and
Carey Mulligan take a
stroll with newborn
daughter Evelyn
Baby born in
September

Kate Winslet, 40,
displays her
age-defying
complexion and
stunning curves in
classic black as she
hits Paris Christmas
launch
Demure in tailored coat

'Ha, good luck with
that!' The Voice stars
weigh in castmates
Blake Shelton and
Gwen Stefani's new
relationship
Confirmed they're
dating

Surprise! Star Wars
- The Force Awakens
international trailer
debuts with new
images of Rey and
Princess Leia
Discovered on
Japanese Star Wars
website 

Natalie Portman and
husband Benjamin
Millepied get in the
festive spirit as they
spend a magical day
at Disneyland Paris
with son Aleph, four

Trump tries on Sia's
wig for new Saturday
Night Live promo on
the eve of his guest
host appearance 
Trump tells singer 'Sia,
I love this hair'

Neelam Gill hits the
gym in curve-
hugging fitness
gear... after being
named Abercrombie
and Fitch's first
Indian model
She is rumored to be
dating Zayn Malik

What has Sharon
done to her face?
Osbourne, 63,
displays a puffy
complexion and
startled expression
as years of Botox
appear to have taken
their toll 

'Uh, they were even
cute in high school!'
Anne Hathaway
praises her fellow
People's Choice
Awards nominees
with yearbook
throwback pictures

Good night then?
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Partied out Ireland
Baldwin blows kisses
as she flashes yet
more underboob on
the taxi ride home 
Dad is Alec Baldwin

Bridget Jones bags
McDreamy! Renee
Zellweger packs on
PDA with Patrick
Dempsey as they
shoot cozy scenes
for new film...but
Colin Firth isn't far
away

'Baby Ye': Kim
Kardashian shares
snap of one-of-a-kind
mini versions of
husband Kanye
West's signature
shoe for soon-to-be
born baby boy

'It's like a sonic
painting': Kanye
West declares his
upcoming album
Swish is getting
'better every week'
but admits work has
been slow

The Hunger Games'
Natalie Dormer puts
on a leggy display in
a chic pink ensemble
as she accompanies
gleeful father-to-be
Sam Claflin on radio
appearance

'I'm dying and they
ask me to fill out
forms': Trevor Noah
mocks the American
medical system as he
returns to the Daily
Show one day after
appendectomy

Pucker up, Katniss!
Jennifer Lawrence
bursts out laughing
after planting a huge
kiss on the LIPS of
Hunger Games
co-star Natalie
Dormer

'Brace for impact!'
Gerard Butler
protects the
president... even if he
has to kill him in the
action-packed sequel
London Has Fallen
Plays Secret Service 

Make-up free
Kristen Stewart is
cloaked in her
trademark black as
she arrives on the
rainy set of new
movie Personal
Shopper in Paris
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FROM THE
MAKERS OF
CANDY
CRUSH
Farm Heroes Saga, the
#4 Game on iTunes. Play it now!

more

GADGET REVIEWS
'A glimpse into the

future of the living
room': The new
Apple TV
Apple says apps are
the future of TV, and
while its new $149 box
does have some
issues, its combination
of streaming services,
games and other apps
make it the best way to
make your TV smart.

'Intuitive controls
and gorgeous
visuals': Heads on
with PlayStation VR
Sony's Playstation VR
will go head to
head with Facebook's
Oculus Rift and HTC's
Vive next year -
Experts predict it will
be a bloody battle -
and Dailymail.com was
able to try out the
technology.

$799 Blackphone 2
is secure handset
anyone can use
The Blackphone 2 is
fully encrypted by
default and comes with
a suite of secure
features that let you
make calls and send
texts that are
impossible to
eavesdrop on or track.

The end of wonky
wifi: Google's OnHub
It's incredibly simple to
set up, and we found it
tripled the speed of our
home wifi connection -
but at $199 is
expensive..

No more tangled
wires: Powerbeats2
Wireless review
Beats by Dre's
Powerbeats2
headphones have a
new look - so now you
can pound the
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treadmill, listen to your
favourite tunes and
make sure you're fully
colour-co-ordinated.

The best all in one
wireless speaker
you'll ever hear: Naim
Mu-so review
It might not be a name
familiar to the US
market, but Naim is a
legendary British brand
hoping to make a
splash with the
American launch of its
$1499 Mu:So speaker.

The only remote
you'll ever need:
Logitech's Harmony
Elite works with
270,000 gadgets from
TVs to speakers and
lights
Harmony Elite
(pictured) was unveiled
at this month's IFA
conference in Berlin. It
works with the
Bluetooth and Wi-Fi
enabled Logitech Hub
which connects all the
devices together.

The Mail's verdict
on the Apple Watch
While it's not the first
smartwatch on the
market, the $349
(£299) Apple Watch is
the first you'll actually
want to use - and will
change the way you
communicate.

$99 'morphing'
Phorm case adds
physical keys to iPad
Californian-built Phorm
(pictured) consists of a
case and screen
protector lined with
microfluidics - small
amounts of fluid that
raises up from the
screen when a button
on the case is pressed.

Apple iPhone 6 and
6 Plus
MailOnline has spent a
week with Apple's new
handsets - and found
they could change the
way we shop - and put
clear water between
Apple and it's rivals.

The tiny $299
wireless headphones
that could mean the
end of tangled wires
The Dash headphones
are wireless, and even
contain their own MP3
player and fitness
trackers, and won a
best in show award at
CES in Las Vegas.
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Gadget of the week:
Orbotix Sphero 2.0
The Sphero 2.0 is a
modern Christmas
present. In years past
you would have had a
remote-control racing
car running on AA
batteries.

Gadget review:
Jawbone Mini
Jambox
Fun. That's the first
word that comes to
mind when reviewing
the Jawbone Mini
Jambox. As you would
expect from a product
with mini in its name,
it's small.

FROM THE
MAKERS OF
CANDY
CRUSH
Farm Heroes Saga, the
#4 Game on iTunes. Play it now!

more

HEAD START
TO HOME
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Get Recipes

more

Download our
iPhone app

Download our
Android app
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